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This report discusses four topics:

1) Operation of a frequency acquisition aid to acquire a direct sequence or frequency hopped signal. The acquisition aid employed is a FFT, and repeated measurements are employed to reduce the probability of error;

2) Multiple access using dynamic reservations. Here a new multiple access technique is described in which reservations are made which indicate whether the
20. The number of packets to be transmitted is to be increased or decreased. This technique is compared to the generally used procedure of indicating in the reservation the exact number of packets to be sent, a technique which requires significantly more bandwidth.
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This report discusses four topics:

1) Operation of a frequency acquisition aid to acquire a direct sequence or frequency hopped signal. The acquisition aid employed is a FFT, and repeated measurements are employed to reduce the probability of error.

2) Multiple access using dynamic reservations. Here a new multiple access technique is described in which reservations are made which indicate whether the...
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number of packets to be transmitted is to be increased or decreased. This technique is compared to the generally used procedure of indicating in the reservation the exact number of packets to be sent, a technique which requires significantly more bandwidth.

3. HYBRID WHITE-LIGHT REFLECTIVE TRANSFORM PREPROCESSOR FOR REAL-TIME DIGITAL COLOR IMAGE TRANSMISSION

Signal-dependent noise encountered when sampling video signals at low sampling rate, while using an adaptive video demodulator both as an encoder and a video digitizer, is combated by using a white-light reflective transform optical preprocessor. While the white-light preprocessor works on black and white images, its main advantage is that it can simultaneous process using a single source, many color channels. Further, the relative lack of both spatial and temporal coherence aids in reducing speckle and interference noise effects. Color video images that have been preprocessed using this white-light optical preprocessor and then sampled close to their Nyquist rate are presented.

4. SUPERRESOLVING IMAGE RESTORATION OF NOISY IMAGES

Superresolving image restoration (SIR) in the presence of a noisy environment is considered. Most SIR algorithms, even in the absence of noise, can only resolve two point sources one-half Rayleigh distance apart. In this report, it is shown that in the absence of noise the SIR of two point source spaced one-eighth of a Rayleigh distance apart is possible. The algorithms use optimal noise filtering techniques based on the methods of linear programming. For noisy images, the combination of linear eigen-value and optimal noise filtering is used. In this report, it is shown that for a diffraction-limited image of two point sources spaced one-half Rayleigh distance apart, whose input signal-to-noise ratio is 21db, SIR is achievable. These results have important implications in atmospheric optics, seismology, radio astronomy, medical diagnostics and digital bandwidth compression applications, where the deconvolution of noisy bandwidth-compressed images is one of the fundamental limitations.
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I. Research Objectives

1. Frequency Acquisition of a Spread Spectrum Signal

   The Phase Locked Loop (PLL) is a device which uses the principle of negative feedback to provide and maintain a reference point required to obtain the information contained in the received signal. Usually this reference point is the carrier frequency of the received signal. In practical systems the received signal is at an unknown frequency located within a specified relatively wide bandwidth. To acquire the signal, the PLL is designed to have a narrow bandwidth which precludes rapid acquisition. To significantly reduce the acquisition time one can employ an "acquisition aid".

   The acquisition aid studied under this grant employs the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). It is shown that this technique greatly enhances the acquisition capability of a PLL system operating in the presence of noise.

2. Multiple Access using Dynamic Reservations

   The need for a multiaccess protocol arises whenever a resource is shared by many independent contending users. Two major factors contribute to such a situation: (a) the need to share expensive resources in order to achieve their efficient utilization, and (b) the need to provide a high degree of connectivity for communication among independent users.

   The multiaccess scheme studied under this grant combines a dynamic allocation reservation technique with conventional time division multiple access to provide a system in which the delay time is minimized for a given throughput.


   Image processing for the purpose of digital bandwidth compression of video images transmitted in a real-time environment is pursued.

4. Superresolving Image Restoration of Noisy Images

   Reconstruction of objects that have been degraded by limited bandwidth channels is studied.
II. Status of the Research Effort

1. Frequency Acquisition of a Spread Spectrum System

Our research is concerned with the use of an acquisition aid which derives an "aiding" signal via a FFT processing of the incoming signal. The scheme utilizes an iterative technique, so that by detecting the center frequency of the received signal, we can decrease the uncertainty band of frequency window within which the center frequency presently resides. When the uncertainty band is small enough compared to the final desired phase locked loop (PLL) bandwidth, a narrow tracking loop can be switched in to complete the locking procedure.

The possible implementations of the acquisition aid in the PLL or in the Costas loop are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 respectively. Position A of the switches, shown on these figures, is used during acquisition, while position B is used to track the incoming signal once acquisition is obtained.

The center frequency of the received signal may have a shift with respect to the transmitter's signal frequency due to the transmitter's oscillator instabilities and/or a Doppler shift. We shall group the total of all these variations into one and refer to it as the Doppler shift $\Delta f_D$. Furthermore, we will assume that the Doppler shift is slowly varying and may, therefore, be considered constant during the acquisition process. Because of the Doppler shift, the center frequency of the received signal is known only to lie in a particular frequency window $\Delta f_{W1}$ (Fig. 3), where

$$\Delta f_{W1} = f_H - f_L$$

(1)

and the received signal is sampled at the sampling intervals

$$T_{S1} = \frac{1}{2 \Delta f_{W1}}$$

(2)

After sampling the received signal $N_1$ times, the acquisition aid
calculates an $N_1$ - point FFT of it. The frequency resolution obtained by the $N_1$ - point FFT is

$$f_{R1} = \frac{1}{N T_{S1}}$$  \hfill (3)

and substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 3 we obtain

$$f_{R1} = \frac{2 M f_{W1}}{N}$$  \hfill (4)

In the time domain we have $N_1$ sampled points $T_{S1}$ sec. apart, and in the frequency domain we have $N_1$ points $f_{R1}$ Hz. apart, or equivalently $N_1$ filters, each of them with a bandwidth of $f_{R1}$ Hz.

As a possible implementation for the acquisition aid we select as the received signal's center frequency, the one at which occurs the maximum of the magnitude-squared of consecutive complex $N_1$ - point FFT. The time required to acquire will then be

$$T_{\text{ACQ}} = N_1 T_{S1}$$  \hfill (5)

The probability $P_c$ of choosing the correct frequency as the center frequency of the received signal is proportional to the ratio of the signal power $P_s$ to the noise power $P_n$ in each filter:

$$P_c \sim \frac{P_s}{P_n}$$  \hfill (5)

where the noise power contained in each filter is

$$P_n = \frac{N_1 T_{S1}}{N}$$  \hfill (7)
Substituting Eq. 7 in Eq. 6 we obtain the equation

\[ P_C \sim \frac{P_S T_{SL} N_1}{\eta} \]  

(3)

The digital signal used to generate the carrier's phase modulation

uses a Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ) format. It is readily shown that for this
case 90% of the signal power is in the interval ± \( f_h/2 \) Hz, around the received
signal's center frequency (\( f_h \) is the bit rate of the NRZ signal) and 70 % of the
signal power is in the interval ± \( f_h/2 \). If we reduce the filters' bandwidth by
increasing \( N_1 \), we decrease the noise power contained in each filter but, at
bandwidths less than \( f_h \), the signal power in the filter is reduced as rapidly as
the noise power. There is therefore no improvement in the probability of choosing
the correct frequency by reducing the filters' bandwidth below \( f_h \) and in our com-
puter simulations of the acquisition aid we used \( f_h \) as the filter bandwidth.

To increase \( P_C \), we use an iterative technique by which we effectively
increase the signal-to-noise ratio. As before we calculate an \( N_1 \) - point FFT
of the \( N_1 \) - sampled points but we store in the processor's memory the magnitude-
squared of the consecutive complex \( N_1/2 \) - point FFT. Then, the scheme performs
a second calculation of the magnitude-squared of consecutive, complex \( N_1/2 \) - point
FFT of a new set of independent \( N_1 \) sampled points and it adds point-by-point the
resulting magnitudes to the magnitudes stored in the memory.

To lower the probability of selecting an incorrect frequency as the center
frequency of the received signal, we may need several iterations, depending on
signal-to-noise ratio. However, this process is limited by the time of acquisition
required by the system in the acquisition mode. In general, however,

\[ T_{ACQ} = K \cdot N_1 \cdot T_{SL} \]  

(9)

where \( K \) is the number of iterations.
Once the iterations of the FFTs magnitude-squared calculations and their additions are completed, the scheme finds the maximum value of the resulting \( N_f / 2 \) numbers stored in memory, and it uses the frequency at which the maximum appears to move the center frequency of the receiver's Voltage Controlled Oscillator.

Substituting Eq. 2 in Eq. 3 we obtain as the acquisition time required by the scheme

\[
T_{ACQ} = \frac{K N_f}{2 f_{W1}} + T_{CALC}
\]

where \( T_{CALC} \) is the time required by the scheme to calculate the FFTs, magnitudes-squared, and additions.

We present, in Fig. 4, plots of the probability of selecting incorrect frequency \( P_e \) as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio \( E_b / n \), and the parameters \( \lambda \) which is the ratio of the filters' bandwidth, \( f_{R1} \), to the signal bit rate, \( f_b \),

\[
\lambda = \frac{f_{R1}}{f_b}
\]

The computer simulation made only one FFT calculation, choosing the frequency of the maximum of the set of the magnitude-squared of the \( N_f / 2 \) consecutive, complex, numbers, as the signal's center frequency.

On Figs 5 and 6, we show the results in the case of two iterations, \( K = 2 \), and three iterations, \( K = 3 \), respectively. Note that for probabilities of error less than 0.1, \( \lambda = 1 \), is optimum, i.e., the filter bandwidth should be chosen to be equal to the bit rate \( f_b \).
Fig. 1 Phase Locked Loop With Proposed Acquisition Aid.
Fig. 2 The Cactus Loop With Proposed Acquisition Aid.
Fig. 3 Spectrum of Signal During First Iteration of Acquisition Aid.
2. Multiple Access using Dynamic Reservations

Our proposed scheme consists of a dynamic time-assignment system which retains the allocation fairness while allowing nodes to make use of channel capacity otherwise wasted due to light traffic loads and/or a nonuniform distribution of traffic among the nodes. In particular, it allows shorter messages to be sent with delays very close to those encountered when using only fixed TDMA, while at the same time allowing longer messages to use more channel capacity. In this proposed scheme, time is divided into frames, each consisting of one slot (for reservations and acknowledgments) and Reserved Time Slots for reserved data packets. The number of the Reserved Slots will vary, depending on the demand of the stations as illustrated below.

Each station will send two bits (0,0) (or only 0 in this case), (0,1), or (1,1) into the reservation slot which is divided into 2N small slots, where N is the number of stations. The (0,0) vector represents that the station does not have any packet for transmissions, the (0,1) vector represents that the station has only one packet to transmit, and the (1,1) vector represents that the station has two or more packets to transmit. One major advantage of this scheme is seen to be that the reservation time is a very small percentage of the total frame time, which is not true for other existing schemes. The data packets waiting at the stations will be transmitted into Reserved Slots of the frame, whose number will vary according to the following rules:

a) There will be no time slot reserved for the station which has sent the (0,0) vector;
b) There will be one time slot reserved for transmission for the station which has sent the (0,1) vector;
c) The station which has sent the (1,1) vector will be allotted time slots (equal to or greater than two) which will depend on its prior reservation vectors as follows:
i) Two (2) slots will be reserved for transmission if the first preceding reservation vector is (0, 0) or (0, 1); in other words if the second bits in the present and the first preceding vector forms (0, 1).

ii) \( P \) time slots where \( P \) is equal to or greater than two will be reserved for transmission if the first preceding vector is (1, 1) but the second preceding vector is (0, 0) or (0, 1); in other words if the second bits in the present and the preceding two vectors form (0, 1, 1).

iii) \( Q \) time slots where \( Q \) is equal to or greater than \( P \) will be reserved for transmission if the preceding two vectors are both (1, 1); in other words if the second bits in the present and the preceding two vectors for (1, 1, 1).

**Preliminary Simulation Results**

A FORTRAN simulation program was written to find the behavior of the system. An exponential interarrival time distribution was used for each user with separately defined means. A 10-node, 50 kbps channel was used. Traffic was equal distributed among the nodes. The abscissa is the average total packet delay for all nodes and includes all queueing, transmission, and propagation times. The ordinate is total channel throughput due to traffic from all nodes, when throughput includes overhead bits.

The results for two other schemes are also shown in comparison in Fig. 1. The curves for Robert's scheme \(^1\) and Binder's scheme \(^2\) represent analytical results. Different values of \( P \) and \( Q \) are considered in our simulation program. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the proposed Round-Robin dynamic scheme gives a significant improvement for short packet delay over the other reservation schemes.
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3. HYBRID WHITE-LIGHT REFLECTIVE TRANSFORM PREPROCESSOR FOR REAL-TIME DIGITAL IMAGE TRANSMISSION

INTRODUCTION

Along with the development of sophisticated monitoring and communication equipment the need for real-time video image transmission is apparent. Digital signal transmission offers many advantages over analog transmission when operating over a channel that is corrupted by noise. This is due to the fact that quantized levels are more easily discriminated from the effects of noise. In addition, the digital format allows for time multiplexing, error-coding as well as encrypting procedures that are not available on an analog channel. However, when the standard four MHz video signal is sampled at the Nyquist rate and encoded using pulse code modulation to four to six quantization levels, the data rate becomes 68-69 MHz. In the case of color video signals, it is not uncommon to require 85-90 MHz digital bandwidth for color PCM encoded digital video rates. This high digital bandwidth is usually unacceptable in many applications. Various digital encoding alternatives have been explored to reduce the digital bandwidth to an acceptable level. One such solution is a hard-wired adaptive delta-modulator that works at video rates. This solution is explored in this report. In order to compress the digital bandwidth it is necessary to operate the AMI close to its Nyquist rate. However, when an AMI runs near its Nyquist rate a new noise source, and effect that is signal dependent and is termed edge burnout, appears. This noise source is due to the adaptive property of the AMI leading to oscillatory behaviour near the Nyquist rate. For an AMI this noise source is the fundamental limitation in reducing the digital video bandwidth.
In an AEM, the step size algorithm is signal dependent. Due to different initial conditions, scanning from line to line, as well as frame to frame, a vertical edge encountered in the image, will occur at different positions in the scan. As the sampling rate is decreased, the error between the steps, and especially near the edges, increases. At low sampling rate the edge seems to "wobble" about a vertical line. This noise not only degrades image quality, but it also leads to operator fatigue. To reduce edge busyness, the allowable slope overload must be reduced. The slope overload is usually reduced by passing the video signal through a low pass filter. However, when operating the AEM close to the Nyquist rate, which is inversely proportional to the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter, additional artifacts will occur. A two dimensional preprocessing of the video image for the purpose of reducing the possible slope overload of the AEM is an alternative explored in this report.

SHIFT-LIGHT HYBRID PROCESSOR

Highly coherent analog spatial transform processors suffer the disadvantage that they are sensitive to positional tolerance error, dirt noise on the lenses as well as problems with speckle noise. By decreasing the spatial coherence of the transform processor some of these objections can be circumvented. It is known that an incoherent source, such as an arc lamp, can acquire spatial coherence by passing its output through a pinhole. In this case, the light appears to emanate from a single point source. The light radiating from the pinhole has a weaker intensity, compared to laser source, and its region of spatial coherence is rather restricted. However, using a low light level detector and res-
stricting the size of the input transparency these problems can be overcome. The purpose of this section is to report on a white-light transform image bandwidth compressor.

The arrangement for the white-light transformer follows the physical layout of a fully coherent narrowband optical transform processor. The source used in this experiment is a broadband 200 W Mercury-Xenon arc lamp source. The arc source output is first spatial filtered by focusing its output on a pinhole. The size of the pinhole, 0.37 mm diameter used for our experiment, was chosen as a compromise between a small pinhole that would block most of the light as well as create a chromatic diffraction pattern and a larger pinhole that would restrict the region of lateral spatial coherence. The light from the pinhole is collimated by F/5 6" diameter lens. The angular spread of the collimated beam is inversely proportional to the lateral coherence length of the white-light transform system. Instead of the usual telescopic transform lens configuration, we have chosen a refractive transform system. The advantage of a refractive optics, for the usual high F number transform system, is that it can be more compact than its reflective counterpart. Further, since a first surface mirror does not have chromatic aberration, this system is better suited for a white-light processor than chromatically-balanced telescopic lenses. There are two possible reflective transform systems: a system that uses a single on-axis parabolic mirror or a system that uses two off-axis parabolic mirrors for transform and retransform. In the first configuration the spatial filter must be reflective, while in the second configuration it is the usual transmissive filter. In either case the object is mounted
off-axis and only half of the mirror is used for transform or retransform. While the off-axis mounting introduces an additional phase shift, for incoherent images such additional phase shift carries no information. In our experiment we used a single one-axis mirror. For this configuration the object, the transform and image are all forced in the focal plane of the mirror. The off-axis mounting helps to separate the three regions. In the series of figures the results of the preprocessed, sparsely sampled, video images are presented.
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Figure 1.  Color still image using 20 Mbs/sec per color channel, no optical filtering.

Figure 2.  Color still image using 20 Mbs/sec per color channel with optical filtering.

Figure 3.  Color moving image using 10 Mbs/sec per color channel, vertically scanned without optical filtering. The stripe is due to the single reflex shutter.

Figure 4.  Color moving image using 1.5 Mbs/sec per color channel, vertically scanned with optical filter.

Figure 5.  Slowly-moving Color image of girl at 4.0 Mbs/sec per color channel without optical filtering.

Figure 6.  Slowly-moving Color image at 4.0 Mbs/sec per color channel with optical filtering.
FIGURE 1. COLOR STILL IMAGE USING 20 MIPS/SEC PER COLOR CHANNEL, NO OPTICAL FILTERING.
FIGURE 2. COLOR STILL IMAGE USING 20 MIPS/SEC PER COLOR CHANNEL WITH OPTICAL FILTERING.
Figure 1. COLORED IMAGES DRAINED TO SPECIFIC COLOR SUSTAIN, VIRTUALLY UNAFFECTED BY OTHER OPTICAL ELEMENTS. THE SHINE IS DUE TO THE SHINE REFLECT PROPERTY.
FIGURE 5. STREAK-MOVING COLOR IMAGE OF GIRL AT 4.0 MG/SEC
PBP COLOR CHANNEL WITHOUT OPTICAL FILTEERING.
FIGURE 6. SLOWLY-ROVING COLOR IMAGE AT 4.0 METRS/SEC PER COLOR CHANNEL WITH OPTICAL FILTERING.
4. \textbf{SUPERIORITY, IMAGE RESTORATION, OR SOLVING PROBLEMS}

\textbf{INTRODUCTION}

The problem of restoring a linearly degraded image has been the subject of extensive investigations \cite{1}. The mathematical formulation of the image restoration problem is common to many diverse fields such as atmospheric optics \cite{2}, seismology \cite{3}, spectroscopy \cite{4}, radio astronomy \cite{5,6} as well as the general subject of numerical analysis \cite{7}. In general, the inversion of linear degradation can be accomplished in a number of ways \cite{1}. When the measurement error, that is the noise, is negligible and the degradation process is well-behaved, the direct inversion of the degradation process can easily be performed. For a well-conditioned degradation process, in the absence of noise, methods such as Wiener filtering are appropriate \cite{8}. However, in many cases the degradation process is ill-conditioned. In this case the measurement errors are greatly amplified in the restoration leading to an image estimate that is degraded by noise. In this paper we discuss the restoration of ill-conditioned linearly degraded images that have been corrupted by appreciable noise.

While many types of ill-conditioned image restoration can be considered, a particular ill-conditioned image restoration, the restoration of a distortion-limited image of finite extent has been used as a benchmark to compare the various restoration algorithms. Further, this model serves as a good starting point for the restoration of a general, bandwidth-constrained video image. Such images are of interest in digital TV applications.

It has been shown \cite{9,10} that for images of finite extent, in the absence of noise, spectral components of the signal that have been removed can be reconstructed from the low-passband information using analytic continuation. The extrapolation to the spatial frequency domain represents an increase in the spatial resolution
Superresolving image restoration (SIR) in the presence of a noisy environment is considered. Most SIR algorithms, even in the absence of noise, can only resolve two point sources one-half Rayleigh distance apart. In this report, it is shown that in the absence of noise the SIR of two point source spaced one-eighth of a Rayleigh distance apart is possible. The algorithms use optimal noise filtering techniques based on the methods of linear programming. For noisy images, the combination of linear eigen-value and optimal noise filtering is used. In this report, it is shown that for a diffraction-limited image of two point sources spaced one-half Rayleigh distance apart, whose input signal-to-noise ratio is 21 db, SIR is achievable. These results have important implications in atmospheric optics, seismology, radio astronomy, medical diagnostics and digital bandwidth compression applications where the deconvolution of noisy bandwidth-compressed images is one of the fundamental limitations.
in the spatial domain. An image restoration process which provides this increase in resolution is called a superresolving image restoration (SIr) process. A complete survey of recent SIr methods has been given by Frieden [1]. In general, statistical image restoration methods are not superresolving. Deterministic methods use various forms of regularization [11] to provide stability for the image restoration. Linear shift-invariant filters, while they provide stability, are also not superresolving. It has been postulated that only non-linear filtering methods will provide SIr in the presence of noise [1]. The purpose, and the advance, of this paper is to show that the combination of linear shift-invariant filtering of the image and non-linear restoration does provide SIr capability in a realistic noise environment. The optimal noise filtering uses linear programming techniques. The linear programming method provides both cost and time effective ways to produce SIr.

The SIr problem requires the inversion of a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind with a sampling function kernel. This kernel corresponds to coherent imaging. It is well-known that the incoherent band-limiting kernel has twice the spatial cut-off frequency as compared to the corresponding coherent sampling function kernel. Therefore, the coherent SIr is more stringent and thus provides a better benchmark than the corresponding incoherent kernel.

The discretized form of the image restoration problem can be formulated as a solution to the matrix linear equation:

\[ \mathbf{g} = \mathbf{W} \mathbf{H} + \mathbf{n} \]

where \( \mathbf{g} \) are the sampled values of the restored (desired) diffraction-limited and the measured band-limited images, respectively, and
is the sampled noise vector and $H$ is a matrix representing the sine integral operator obtained by using some appropriate quadrature rule. Therefore, $f$ and $u$ are $N$ dimensional vectors while $H$ is an $N \times N$ square matrix. The system of linear equations, represented by the matrix Eq. (1), is underdetermined since there are $N$ equations and $2N$ unknowns. The unknowns are the components of the $N$ dimensional vectors $f$ and $u$. Neglecting the noise vector does not per se simplify the problem because for SAR the $H$, the degradation, matrix is nearly singular. Because of the singularity of the $H$ matrix, the inverse $H$ is highly unstable.

To stabilize the inverse $H$ matrix, the eigen-values and the eigen-vectors of the inverse matrix are filtered. As is known, the eigen-vectors of the $H$ matrix are the discrete prolate spheroidal wave sequences [12], the analog of the prolate spheroidal wavefunctions of the continuous case. The eigen-values of the $H$ matrix, depending on the space-bandwidth product, vary between zero and unity. The high order eigen-sequences, corresponding to rapidly oscillating functions represent the eigen-values close to zero.

The instability of the inverse matrix is due to zero eigen-value of the $H$ matrix. By filtering (attenuation) of these eigen-values of the $H$ matrix, a stable inverse matrix can be constructed. There are a number of filtering schemes that have been suggested both by us as well as others to do this filtering [11]. Some of these filtering schemes can be implemented using a real-time optical image processor. While these schemes do stabilize the inverse $H$ matrix, since they tend to eliminate the high order eigen-values and precisely those eigen-values and eigen-vectors that contain the high spatial frequency information necessary for superresolution, they are not SAR methods. Further, since this method does not take into account the measurement errors, a critical factor in a highly unstable matrix inversion, other methods must be sought.

To obtain some additional information or constraints, must be utilized. Methods of image reconstruction that impose positivity constraints on
the restored image to obtain stability [13,15,16] have been
described. We use positivity, boundedness, derivative constraints
together with eigen-value filtering to obtain SIR. The additional
filtering can be looked upon as optimal noise filters. This
method of filtering can be formulated as a linear programming
problem. In this formulation, the superresolving image is re-
constructed subject to various optimality conditions. In this
paper we shall use two minimum noise constraints, the so-called
l1 and l∞ constraints. The l1 constraint minimizes the linear
sum of the positive and negative sample noise component values.
The l∞, also called minimax constraint, minimizes the maximum
noise sample value. This sample value can either be positive
or negative going sample noise value. Other noise performance
criteria may also be used.

A figure of merit of the SIR is the Rayleigh distance. The
Rayleigh distance is defined in terms of impulse response of
two point sources. Two point sources separated by a Rayleigh
distance in the absence of noise, will have their individual
impulse responses arranged in such a way that the peak value
of one source impulse response falls on the zero of the second
source impulse response. With this definition, the combined
impulse response has a double-humped appearance signifying the
superposition of two individual source responses. The Rayleigh
criteria can be related to the space bandwidth product of the
system. Since the SIR is measured in terms of a Rayleigh cri-
teria, it is customary to evaluate the SIR algorithm performance
in terms of how well it resolves two neighboring point sources.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results are presented in a series of graphs. In each graph, the total two-sided spatial bandwidth is unity. By varying the spatial extent of the image, the space-bandwidth product and the corresponding effective Rayleigh distance is changed. In all of the examples, the total number of processed samples is thirty-two. This number allows the replacement of the cumbersome discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with a computationally more efficient fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. The image to be reconstructed is a diffractionlimited image of two impulses. The two impulses are represented on the graph by one sampling point each separated by two samples. Because the way the graphics package draws the values between samples, in the Figures, the two impulses appear as two triangles. Also in the Figures, the two triangles are drawn symmetrically in the center of the plot. However, because we use an even number of samples, the diffraction-limited (DL) image is slightly asymmetrical. The number of samples used are more than it is required by Nyquist theorem. While the required number of Nyquist sample is unity here we use thirty-two samples. The oversampling is necessary because the impulses are not band-limited functions and also we wish to superresolve to closely spaced impulses.

In Fig. 1, the numerical instability of the pseudo-inverse matrix reconstructions, even in the absence of noise, is verified. Here the two impulses are separated by one-eighth of the Rayleigh distance. The solid curve represents the desired while the dotted curve represents the actual reconstruction. There is a factor of six compression on the numerical values of the dotted curve. Almost all traditional methods of regularization, even in the absence of noise, cannot resolve two impulses with Rayleigh spacing closer than one-half Rayleigh distance. In Fig. 2, smoothing in the eigen-value domain is introduced. The condition number, a measure of the rank of the H matrix, the ratio of the maximum to the minimum eigen-value is
reduced to one million. If fixing the condition number in this
manner, the eigen-values of H smaller than about $10^{-6}$ and the

corresponding projected eigen-vectors are eliminated. Again the
dotted curve is the reconstruction. While the reconstruction is

smoother now as compared to the previous case, it still does not

resolve the two impulses. If we are to reduce the condition number

by a factor of a hundred (see Fig. 3), the reconstructed output

is an even smoother than the previous case. However, the reconstruc-
tion is still not super-resolving. In fact, all that the eigen-value

filtering does is to produce a smoothed version of the (H) image.

In Fig. 6, the effect of noise, rather than the eigen-value, filtering

on the ff image is presented. Here the dotted curve represents the

measured ff image while the solid curve represents the desired and

the reconstructed image merged together. The spacing between the

impulses is one eighth of a Rayleigh length. The only noise that

has been added to the ff image is the unintentional truncation and

preparation error, which are always present, that leaked into the

computation. In this noise filtering scheme, the $L_1$ norm, both

positive and negative going noise samples are allowed. The $L_1$ norm

minimizes the linear sum of positive and negative noise samples.

Note the perfect reconstruction of the triangular waveforms. If for the

the conditions postulated in Fig. 6 a different noise filtering

scheme is applied, see Fig. 5, the resulting reconstruction is not

as faithful as in the previous case. Here the so-called minimax

or $L_{\infty}$ norm is used. This norm minimizes the largest noise sample

value, be it positive or negative going. Fig. 5 indicates the cri-
tical effect of the reconstruction algorithm for an ill-conditioned

system. It was initially thought that the noise statistics will have

a critical role in choosing which type of optimal noise filter one

should use. The difficulty of measuring the noise and the small

sample population make the determination of the noise statistics

an improvable choice.
For a realistic S/N the amount of superresolution must be curtailed. In general, it has been found that the achievable superresolution is a very sensitive function of the input S/N. While for high, and largely unrealistic S/N excellent superresolution is obtainable, using various type of noise filtering, once the S/N reaches realistic values, catastrophic deterioration in the reconstructed image occurs. This problem is solved by the use of simultaneous linear eigen-value and noise filtering on DL image. The linear filtering smoothes the high spatial frequency, mainly noise, components of the DL image. There must be sufficient smoothing such that the optimal noise filter can accurately track the remaining lower spatial frequency components. In Fig. 6, the reconstruction of two impulses spaced one-half Rayleigh distance are shown. The rms noise component on the DL image is 0.1. This value of rms noise corresponds to an input S/N of 26 db. While this S/N is still rather high, to our knowledge even with this S/N, SIR has not been achieved. The amount of smoothing, the reduction of the condition number, has been adjusted experimentally. Note that the DL image has appreciable corners that must be smoothed. Even with this low S/N, the optimal \( l_1 \) noise filter shows perfect reconstruction. The minimax noise filter under identical conditions, see Fig. 7, has also the two impulses resolved. But there are additional artifacts generated in the reconstruction process. The S/N after processing is 24 db. The 2 db drop is the penalty we pay for the SIR. Finally, in Fig. 8, the input S/N is changed from 26 to 21 db. The reconstruction algorithm uses both linear and \( l_1 \) filtering. Note that the input DL image does not appreciable change from the previous case. However, the reconstructed image is not as faithful as in the previous case. The sample value in-between the impulses does not reach zero as it did in the previous case. Also, the output S/N drops by 7 db.

In summary, these figures show that a combination of linear eigenv-filtering and linear programming techniques can result in SIR in a realistic noisy environment.
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Figure 1. Unconstrained SIR of two impulses spaced one-eighth of a Rayleigh distance apart. Only computer induced noise present. The dotted curve is the actual reconstruction scaled down by a factor of six. The solid curve is the desired image.

Figure 2. Constrained SIR of two impulses with condition number limited to one million. The dotted curve is the reconstruction. The solid curve is the desired image.

Figure 3. Constrained SIR of two impulses with condition number limited to one hundred thousand. The dotted curve is the reconstruction. The solid curve is the desired image.

Figure 4. Noiseless reconstruction of two impulses spaced one-eighth of a Rayleigh distance apart. Noise filter is an $l_1$ norm filter.

Figure 5. Noiseless reconstruction of two impulses spaced one-eighth of a Rayleigh distance apart. Noise filter is a minimax filter.

Figure 6. Reconstruction of two impulses one-half Rayleigh distance apart. The input waveform has a S/N of 26dB. The input waveform has been eigen-value and noise filtered. The noise filter is $l_1$ norm filter.

Figure 7. Reconstruction of two impulses one-half Rayleigh distance apart. The input waveform has a S/N of 26dB. The input waveform has been eigen-value and noise filtered. The noise filter is a minimax norm filter.
Figure 8: Reconstruction of two pulses one-half Rayleigh distance apart. The input waveform is used. The input waveform has been eigen-value and noise-filtered. The noise filter is an I filter.
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